
FOLLOWING THE WARPATH:  The Lake Valley Byway 

Like the Quebrados, the road west from I-25 to Hillsboro and on to 

Lake Valley is a BLM Scenic Byway. Top off your tank in TorC, 

there’s none to buy in Hillsboro. Ditto groceries and cold beer; I 

believe there may be a “wine bar,” but if you want a bag of chips, a 

cold drink, a strip of jerky or a can of pork ‘n beans, pick them up 

before you see Williamsburg in your rearview mirror. 

Hillsboro was the first, biggest and most enduring of the Black 

Range mining towns, and was at one time county seat. While never 

entirely abandoned, it’s dwindled away to a sleepy little village that 

has experienced a B&B/art colony revival in recent years. The little 

museum has been closed whenever I happened through town, but 

there’s a nice little restaurant where the locals gather to drink coffee 

and yarn. That’s where I picked up most of what little history I know 

of the place. 

Prospectors found color in the foothills of the Mimbres Mountains In 

1877, while the Army was still trying to round up Victorio’s people 

after the closure of the Ojo Caliente Agency. The angry Apaches 

killed more than a dozen men in the area that first summer, but the lure of instant riches was too strong to 

stem the rush, and Hillsborough (as it was first spelled) boasted more than 300 residents by the end of 

the year. 

 
The ruins of the old county courthouse & jail. 

Like his more celebrated cousin 

Smokey Bear, BLM mascot 

Seymour Antelope is a native 

New Mexican. 



 
The Arizona Daily Star reported the violence around Hillsboro during the Victorio War.. 



 
Gold Dust is long gone, but there are still a half-dozen picturesque buildings standing at Lake 
Valley (although the town site has moved since 1881). A little museum in the WPA-era 
schoolhouse preserves an excellent newspaper account of Nana’s raid through the neighborhood.  

 
The county road up Berrenda Creek is now Kaytennae Trail, indicating some knowledge of local 
history. Nachee (more commonly spelled "Naiche”) was the son of Cochise and at least nominally 
chief of the Chokonen band; I haven’t found any indication he was one of Nana’s raiders.  
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